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Withdrawn
Correction of the defects reported in defect report 306

In subclause 13.8.2 in the CONTENT RULE ::= CLASS production, change from:

```plaintext
&structuralClass OBJECT-CLASS UNIQUE,
```
to:

```plaintext
&structuralClass OBJECT-CLASS.&id UNIQUE,
```

In subclause K.4, DIT content rules, change from:

```plaintext
organizationRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS organization
}
organizationalUnitRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS organizationalUnit
  MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }
organizationalPersonRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS organizationalPerson
  MUST CONTAIN { manager }
  MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }
```
to:

```plaintext
organizationRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS id-oc-organization
}
organizationalUnitRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS id-oc-organizationalUnit
  MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }
organizationalPersonRule CONTENT-RULE ::= {
  STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS id-oc-organizationalPerson
  MUST CONTAIN { manager }
  MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }
```